We will present some restrictions for a rigidity sequence of a nontrivial topological dynamical system. For instance, any finite linear combination of a rigidity sequence by integers has upper Banach density zero. However, there are rigidity sequences for some uniformly rigid systems whose reciprocal sums are infinite. We also show that if is a family of subsets of natural numbers whose dual is filter, then a minimal
Introduction
A topological dynamical system (TDS) is a pair   , X T such that X is a compact metric space and T is a homeomorphism. Our main concern is rigidity. This notion was first introduced by Furstenberg and Wiess for measure theoretical dynamical system (MDS); then Glasner and Maon defined the topological version of this notion [1] .
A comprehensive study for rigidity in MDS has been done in [2] . In MDS, these are interesting; because, it is well-known that a generic transformation is rigid [3] . In this respect and in TDS, Glasner and Maon [1] established examples to show that even in minimal weakly mixing systems, there are plenty of examples with uniformly rigidity. is called the upper density of A and it is called lower density or density if we replace limsup in (1.1) with liminf or lim respectively. We call
the upper Banach density of a set . In a TDS, the return time set is defined to be 
 
, N U V   ; and it is weak mixing if the product sys-
is mild mixing if for any transitive , the product sys- 
Proof. We prove only (1) and the two others follow
By the dominated convergence theorem for every invariant measure and in particular for ergodic measure  and any
. This shows that lim n has gaps tending to infinity. Note that the second part of the conclusion in (2) follows from the fact that sets having positive upper Banach density have a certain distance appearing infinitely many times.
If
and so it has positive density. Therefore, A cannot be a uniformly rigidity sequence for any   , X T . This is also true for sequence of prime numbers and polynomial sequence with integer coefficients. Let
From largeness point of view, is next to the family of positive upper density, that is, if
. This family has many interesting properties and it is a long standing conjecture by Erdös that any member of this family has arbitrary long arithmetic progression. In the following example we show that there are some uniformly rigid TDS whose rigidity sequence is in .
Example 2.2. Let :
an explicit as
In [7] , for any subset of  such A  depend n is given such that 
 is rigi is uniform if both T and ifo ly rigid along d and it S are un rm A . Supp Theorem 2.4. 
for any opene sets U, V. For a family  and k   shifted family is , the define : . 
2) T nce 
Let  be a family of subsets of integers closed under fin rs l like a filter). 
